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ABSTRACT 

The canonical s-process theory of heavy element formation 

is reformulated to allow for competition between beta decay 

and neutron capture at various nuclei along the path. Solutions 

to the resulting network equations at each branch are presented 

that do not require the assumption of steady flow of the neutron 

current. An approximate expression is also developed for the 

complete s-process that includes the effects of all possible 

branches. From the observed solar system abundances and 

measured capture cross sections several key branching ratios 

are inferred. Using recently calculated temperature-dependent 

beta decay rates, comparisons of adjacent branches then yield 

an estimate for the appropriate temperature and half-life 

against neutron capture at selected branch points. Possible 

extensions of the results to observations of freshly produced 

s-process material in the surfaces of individual stars are also 

discussed. 
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That man's the true Conservative 

Who lops the mouldered branch away. 

Alfred Lord Tennyson 



I. Introduction 

The first definitive treatment of the role played by slow 

neutron capture in heavy element synthesis (the so-called 

^-process) was outlined by Burbidge et ad. (1957). The assump¬ 

tion was made that the time required for an isotope to capture 

3 5 a neutron was sufficiently long (^10 -10 years) that all 

intervening beta-active nuclei with half-lives shorter than 

this can decay before the next neutron is captured. The path 

is thus said to follow the valley of beta stability. 

A quantitative analysis of the s-process and applications 

to the observed solar system abundances allowed Clayton et al. 

(1961; hereafter referred to as CFHZ) to investigate the neutron 

flux distribution required to account for the observations. 

They showed that the abundance attained by a given nuclide in 

the chain was dependent on: (i) the nuclear properties (i.e., 

neutron capture cross sections) of itself and its progenitors, 

and (ii) the attendant astrophysical conditions of temperature 

and neutron flux. The assumed seed material for the mechanism 

was the abundant final products of charged-particle reactions 
C /T 

in the iron peak; the most abundant of these, Fe , then being 

immersed in a low-density sea of neutrons with average energy 

'v 30 keV (T * 3.5 x 108 °K) . 

Unfortunately, the temperature dependence of the neutron 

capture cross sections is so closely uniform that the canonical 

s-process model is insensitive to the precise temperature 
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chosen - as long as it is consistent (Seeger et al. 1965 and 

Allen ejt al^ 1972) . In fact, in all of these previous analyses, 

the mean capture time and temperature for the s-process have 

never been unambiguously determined. 

For the traditional time scale arguments (Burbidge et al. 

79 1957) certain radioactive nuclei (e.g., Se ) with half-lives 

comparable to the assumed long mean capture time were used to 

study the resulting branching ratio between beta decay and 

neutron capture. Use of the laboratory lifetimes against beta 

decay then yielded an estimate at the particular isotope for 

the neutron capture time. However, recent calculations by 

Newman (1973) show that the stellar range of s-process 

O Q 

temperatures (10-10 °K) results in a marked decrease in the 

effective half-lives against beta decay for many of these long- 

lived branching nuclei. 

In this thesis we will develope techniques that allow 

branching ratios (derivable from abundance variations) and 

temperature-dependent beta decay rates to simultaneously 

yield independent values for the average s-process temperature 

and neutron flux (or, equivalently, the mean neutron capture 

time). Although our approach will be essentially model- 

independent, as measurements of s-process abundances and cross 

sections are made with increasing accuracy, the first order 

branching corrections to the canonical theory can be used as 

a more sensitive probe to the thermodynamic environment of the 

astrophysical setting for heavy element synthesis. 
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II. Canonical s-Process 

We will briefly review here the basic development of the 

solutions to the s-process equations as given by CFHZ (and by 

Clayton (1968)). Following the assumption that beta-decay 

lifetimes of unstable isobars are short compared to neutron 

capture times, then the s-process delineates a unique point 

at each atomic weight. The rate of change of the abundance, 

N^, of a given nuclide on the path is then given by 

dNA(t) 

dt 
= <av>A_i

n
n (t) ^A_i (t) - <cfv>Ann(t)NA(t) (II-l) 

where nn(t) is the free neutron density, and <av> is the 

usual MaxweIlian-averaged capture rate per pair of particles. 

If we now assume the process to take place at constant tem¬ 

perature, T, we can define an average cross section aA 5 

<av>A/
vT where vT - /2kT/mn' (the average thermal velocity). 

With this simplification we can define a new variable T, the 

neutron exposure, by 

t 

T 5 y*nn(t') vT df (II-2) 

with T (the total accumulated neutron bombardment per unit 

27 2 
area) measured in units of 10 neutrons/cm and, hence, a] 

cross sections in millibarns. Equation (II-l) now becomes: 
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dN 

sr = aA-iNA-i °ANA (II-3) 

If we choose Fe^ (the most abundant species in the iron peak) 

as the seed nucleus, then the appropriate boundary conditions 

for (II-3) are: IN56 (0) A = 56 

(II-4) 

0 56<A<205 

(neglecting terminal cycling among the isotopes of Pb and Bi). 

Defining I|>A(T) = 
aANA^N56^ as cross section times 

abundance per initial seed nucleus, then the solutions to the 

coupled set of differential equations (II-3) (subject to 

(II-4)) are found by the techniques of Laplace transforms to 

be: 
k 

-a. T = 23 Cl-- e i 
i=l 

'ki 
(II-5) 

where k = A - 55 and 

ala2*’*ak 
'ki (al“ai) * * * * (ak“ai) 

with the factor —=—r- omitted from G, . . 
(ai~ai) kl 

Unfortunately, (II-5) encovinters severe numerical diffi¬ 

culties in its evaluation for large atomic weights (>90), and 

an approximate solution is sought in analogy to the case where 

all of the cross sections are equal. The details of the ap¬ 

proximation which is valid for moderate to large values of T 
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(discussed more fully in section IV) result in: 

(II-6) 

where 

(a new num¬ 
bering index) 

and (II-7) 

(an "effective" 
cross section) 

It was demonstrated by CFHZ that the observed solar sys¬ 

tem distribution of (aN) products as a function of atomic weight 

a single neutron irradiation (as in (II-6)). Amiet and Zeh 

(1968) attempted to account for the observations with a single 

exposure but a distribution of mostly r-process seed nuclei. 

However, Peters et al^ (1972) discounted this possibility 

by showing that such weak exposures also resulted in crucial 

41 54 
overabundances of certain lighter weight (e.g., K and Cr ) 

nuclei. Therefore, we must regard the observed distribution 

of s-process abundances as being a superposition of differing 

amounts of iron seed exposed to differing flux histories. If 

p(T)dT is the number of seed nuclei (per 10^ Si atoms) exposed 

to an integrated flux T in the interval T -*■ x+dx, then the 

total s-process abundances should be given by: 

could not have been produced by a uniform exposure of Fe 56 to 
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(aN)A = J pCx) xpA<x) dx (II-8) 

0 

The basic features which characterize the resulting solar 

system (aN) curve are: (i) a rapidly decreasing probability 

of large neutron exposures, and (ii) a ledge-precipice struc¬ 

ture with the (oN) product relatively constant between large 

drops at nuclei having "magic" neutron numbers. Two distribu¬ 

tions of neutron flux exposures found to give a remarkably 

good fit to the data (Seeger et al^ 1965) were a simple power 

law p(x) «X n and an exponential p(x) Œ e~x^To. The physically 

more meaningful exponential form results from both cumulative 

processing of s-nuclei through several generations of stars 

and from convective mixing in the helium shell-burning stage 

of a single evolved star (Ulrich 1973). An accurate knowledge 

of s-process abundances and cross sections can be used to 

extract the proper form of p(x) which in turn is directly 

linked to the evolution of the astrophysical site and the 

neutron sources responsible for heavy element synthesis. 
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III. General s-Process Branch at Kr 
85 

85 
In this section we will consider the branch at Kr as 

being the prototype for competition between neutron capture and 

beta decay. Although the other important branches will differ 

in detail, the general results derived here can be easily 

transcribed to accomodate their description. Figure III-l 

shows the relevant portion of the chart of the nuclides con¬ 

taining the branch system. Consideration of the figure shows 

that the coupled differential equations (for the abundances N) 

that describe the nuclear flows are (neglecting neutron capture 

compared with beta decay half-lives << 1 year): 

dN(Kr85 

dt 

dN(Rb85 

dt 

dN(Kr86 

dt 

= A 

n (Kr84)N(Kr84)-I*g_(Kr85)+AR(Kr
85)]N(Kr85) 

e_(Kr85)N(Kr85)-An(Rb
85)N(Rb85) 

n(Kr
85)N(Kr85)+IAec(Rb

86)+Ae+ (Rb86)]N(Rb86 

-An(Kr
86)N(Kr86) 

) 

(III-l) 

dN(^86) = An(Rb
85)N(Rb85)-[AB_(Rb86)+Aec(Rb

86)+Ag+(Rb
86)]N(Rb86) 

dN(^86) = A6_(Rb
86)N(Eb86)-An(Sr

86)H(Sr86) 

dN(^—- = *n(Kr
86)N(Kr86)-IAn(Rb

87)+Ae_(Eb87):N(Rb87) 
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dNJSr^7)- = x (Sr
86)N(Sr86)+ AR (Rb87)N(Rb87)-A (Sr87)N (Sr87) 

dt n £— n 

— (fr88) = A (Sr87ÎN(Sr87}+A CRb87)N(Rb87)-A CSr88)N(Sr88) dt n n n 

where A„, A0 , A^_, and A., are, respectively, the rates for XI 6C pT 

neutron capture, negatron emission, electron capture, and 

positron emission. The terms A „ and A., have been included c
 ec 8+ 

to illustrate the more general case of multiple branching with- 

86 
in the main branch itself - although, in fact, X (Rb ) >> 

P
— 

86. , 86, 
A^„(Rb ) or Afl.(Rb ). Following the usual assumptions (CFHZ) 
6C p*T 

we consider the process to take place at essentially constant 

temperature so that the only time dependence is contained in 

A = n (t)avm. n n T 

Since we expect the neutron capture half-lives to be at 

least on the order of years (Burbidge et al^ 1957 and Cameron 

8 6 
1959) , we take Rb to have its equilibrium abundance due to 

its short 18.7d half-life: 

0 = An(Rb
85)N(Rb85)-lAB_(Rb86)+Aec(Rb

86)+A3+(Rb
86)] 

• N(Rb88) (HI-2) 

With the conventional definition for the neutron exposure, T, 

and il; (X) = avN(X)/N (Fe88) (the T-dependence being implicit 

in the definition of ip) , we may conveniently rewrite the sys¬ 

tem (III-l) in matrix form as 
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§7— = — ^ + cr (Kr85) (Kr84) 

where 

and 

K 2 

. tHKr85) 1 

ÿ(Rb85) 0 

iHKr86) 0 

¥ = i|>(Sr86) f Itt
 

0 

4>(Rb87) 0 

MSr87) 0 

ÿ (Sr88) 

1 

o
 

 
1

 

0 0 0 0 0 

/-î*=\ -.(«,*5, 

V’W»“ 
-0 (Rb*5) 0 0 0 0 

0(ICx,€) tl-l !#_(Kb8<)}*«(*r8<) -cCJtr*6) 0 0 0 

0 <, 0 -*<SrU) 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 a (Sr*7) /ifizA .„(Sr,7> 

V-v/**87 -•(Sr8 

0 0 0 0. .(Sr88)' • (Sr1 

(IH-3) 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-<Sr##> 
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with the branching ratios: 

f 
l$- 

A D + A + A + A0 3— n ec 3+ 

(III-4) 

Before proceeding, it is worthwhile to note the "lower triangular" 

form for K which is typical of all such branches because the 

only contribution to the abundance of a nuclide of atomic 

weight A comes from nuclides with A'<A (i.e., there is no 

cycling). Since the branching ratios depend on the free 

neutron density nn(t) (or equivalently, nn(x)) then K = K(x). 

To do the branching calculation exactly, we therefore need an 

explicit model-dependent form for (t) to obtain An(x). The 

resulting set of differential equations would then have to be 

numerically integrated for each possible combination of branch¬ 

ing parameters - a hopelessly complicated task. 

In order to obtain a lowest order approximation to the 

real situation, we will assume that the neutron flux rises 

quickly from zero as the neutron liberating reactions begin, 

remains reasonably constant, and then decreases in a time 

short compared to the overall duration of the irradiation. 

The net result will be to render the neutron capture rate 

independent of t (or x) during the time the flux is non-zero. 

Such an argument is a reasonable correction to the canonical 

s-process assumption (that all f„ = 0 or 1) in that the frac- 
p— 

tional branching ratios now become functions only of the tem¬ 

perature. The advantage of this approach will be to provide 

an average thermodynamic environment for the site of the s- 
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process. The regions where (t) is changing over significant 

time scales could be treated in an iterative manner. 

In lieu of any model-dependent formulation, it will be 

our approach to concentrate on the nuclear properties (i.e., 

the neutron capture cross sections and beta decay rates) 

at each branch as being the basic framework and then to deter¬ 

mine the branching ratios which will distribute the neutron 

current into the observed abundance patterns. With these 

assumptions in mind, we will initially follow the work of Clay¬ 

ton and Rassbach (1967) and return to consideration of (III-3) 

for K independent of x. 

Since K was seen to be lower triangular in form, its 

eigenvalues are merely its diagonal elements (which are always 

< 0), and as long as these are distinct, K can be decomposed 

as 

K = A B A_1 (III-5) 

where B is the matrix of eigenvalues = diag($^,...,87), and 

A is the matrix of column eigenvectors. The mathematical 

problem of equal eigenvalues (cross sections or their combina¬ 

tions with branching ratios) can be easily circumvented by 

merely adjusting the cross sections within their experimental 

uncertainties. In actual applications (as presented in section 

V) this problem has proven to have negligible effect on the 

computations. Using (III-5) and left-multiplying (III-3) by 

A-”'*' results in 
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|^(A_1 x£) = B (A”1 Ÿ) + a (Kr85) i|J (Kr84) (A."1^) (III-6) 

Our solution to the eigenvalue equation (III-5) will admit r 

(in this case 7) undetermined constants corresponding to the 

normalization of each eigenvector. Recalling that A is the 

matrix of column eigenvectors, we have: 

A = 

alall'\ fVlr' 
• 

• • • • 
* 

• • 

\alarl'j a a 1 

\ r rr / 

(III-7) 

The constants a^,...,ar may now be fixed by the convenient 

requirement that 

~l‘ 

<A~1e1) = (III-8) 

or. 

°i = ( i1-1 >ii 
(HI-9) 

where A' M (the unnormalized matrix of eigen¬ 

vectors) 

Using (III-6) and (III-8) along with the fact that B is 

diagonal yields the uncoupled differential equations 

â-(A"L y) = 8 (A-1 + a (Kr85) (Kr84) 
T j j j 

(III-10) 
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These first order equations are now easily integrated using 

the boundary condition ^>(0) = 

<f 8 jT ' a (Kr85) ill (Kr84) dx ' (III-ll) 

Rewriting this as a column vector and left-multiplying by 

A gives 

vjf = A 

(A_1 ^ 

- (A"1 £)7 

(III-12) 

or, finally, 

7 T 

^(x) = a(Kr85) ^ A±j e
6jT Je"8jT' ^(Kr84) dx' (III-13) 

3=1 0 

We have thus obtained an expression for for any branch 

member in terms of i|>(Kr ) (the nuclide just preceeding the 

branch) and the cross sections and branching ratios within the 

branch itself. 

In general, if the branch of interest is not too far re¬ 

moved from the iron peak, it may be possible to use the complete 

form derived in section IV: 

84 
^-act(KrS4) . £ (2 pk. .n p—^1 x 

C84,r ^ r (III-14) 

k. .n r=56 

Inserting this into (III-13) shows that 
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4>?xact(T) Z ^k ^nÇij 

84 

VX.n/^VV 
“fi 

84'r\ 6j+nr r=56 J 

(III-15) 

This exact form, however, suffers from the same numerical 

difficulties as does the exact canonical s-process solution 

(CFHZ), and we must abandon it in favor of a suitable approx- 

84 
imation. It is demonstrated in the next section that ip(Kr ) 

can be written in an approximate (CFHZ-type) form as 

iMKr84) 
(IT)

111
-
1 

r(m) 
,-XT 

(III-16) 

where the parameters X and m depend on all of the cross sections 

56 84 
and branching ratios between the seed nucleus,Fe , and Kr . 

The justification for this approximation and the error incurred 

in its use will be discussed further in the next section and 

in more detail in the Appendix. Suffice it to say that (III-16) 

is quite adequate over the range of T (>0.1) under consideration. 

With (III-16) the integration indicated in (III-13) results 

in 

^(T) 
a(Kr85) 

“ r (m) 

7 m 

'll Aij(xTBr) e^T Tim, U+fy-O 
j=l 3 

(III-17) 

where y(a,x) represents the incomplete Gamma function. Numeri¬ 

cally (due to the large capture cross sections) it is usually 

the case that (X+Bj) < 0. Since m is non-integral, this would 

necessitate working in the complex plane even though physically 

we know the result must be a real number. To avoid this com¬ 

plication we will use the relationship (Abramowitz and Stegun 
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1965): 

y (a,x) = — e~x
 M(U+a,x) (III-18) cl 

where M(a,b,x) 

as 

is the confluent hypergeometric function defined 

M(a,b,x) 
(a)^ xA 

(b)^ 
(III-19) 

with (a) = a (a+1)•••(a+A-1) , and (a) = 1. Xj O 

Rewriting (I11-17) then gives the final expression: 

7 

^i(T) = (At&85) e

"XT ^2 Aij Mii,i+ttf a+&j)T] (in-20) 
j=l 

physically we know that zero neutron fluxes (x->-0) and infinite 

fluxes (T-»-
00
) both result in no (non-cycling) s-process nuclei, 

so appropriate limits of (III-18) will be investigated. 

As M[l, 1+m, (X+8j) x] -*• 1, so 

T^O r(m+l) 
(Xx)mo(Kr85) -Xx E 

j-1 

A. . 
ID 

0 (III-21) 

Similarly for x-»-°°: 

M[l,l+m, (A+8 j) x] 

T (1+m) (X+8.)x -m 

cx+ej)111 

-m 
(X+6j)T 

for (X+6j)>0 

for (X+8j)<0 
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Therefore, recalling that (5j<0: 

7 

(III-22a) 

7 

(XT)m~1g(Kr85) e (III-22b) r(m) 

as required. 

At this juncture it should be mentioned that after ejec¬ 

tion from the stellar site of the s-process or cessation of the 

neutron flux, all negatron-emitting branch nuclei will continue 

T 
to decay at the rate Afl (determined by the temperature T) to 

We are thus afforded the possibility of determining typical 

convective surface mixing times for individual stars and the 

time lag between termination of the flux and removal of the 

branch nuclide to a region of lower temperature. These effects 

will result in observable abundance anomalies of (A,Z) and 

(A,Z+l) given by: 

their stable daughter 

Branch Point 

Obs. (A,Z) = ÿ(A,Z) e AB- -Xj (A,Z)4 (III-23a) 

and 

^Qbs. (A,z+l) = i|>(A,Z+l) + ÿ(A,Z) a(A,Z+l) (III-23b) 
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where = time since removal from the synthesizing neutron flux. 

It is generally regarded that the observed solar system 

distribution of s-process abundances is the result of a super¬ 

position of differing quantities of seed nuclei exposed to 

differing T (CFHZ): 

The first form for p(x) to be investigated is (Seeger et al. 

1965) : 

In this particular case it will be advantageous to return to 

(III-13) in conjunction with (III-25) to obtain 

where it is to be understood that the summation is over all of 

the branch members. Examination of the region of integration 

reveals that the limits of the integrals may be transformed to 

00 

dx (III-24) 

0 

(III-25) 

(CTN) ±= Ga(Kr
85) e“BjT,\J>(Kr84)dT'dT (HI-26) 

C 

j 
/ (III-27) 

0 

and since the are negative: 

00 
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But by definition 

00 

/ (III-29) 

0 

so, 

A..o(Kr85) 
(III-30) 

Note at this point that this result does not depend on an as¬ 

sortie success has also been achieved in fitting the solar 

system (aN) curve with an exposure distribution of the form 

(Seeger and Fowler 1966): 

Although the situation is mathematically not so straightforward 

as in the exponential case, the power-law (III-31) fits the 

observations much better at lower atomic weights (<90). Con¬ 

sideration of figure III-2 (taken from Seeger and Howard 1973) 

shows that (III-31) will be of importance for the branches at 

6479 85 
Cu , Se , and possibly Kr . For this case then 

84 
stomed form for ip (Kr ) 

p(t) = (T/Tq) n for T 4 T 
max 

(III-31) 

T 
max T 

(III-32) 

We can immediately see that this expression (unlike (III-30)) 
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84 
can not be easily factored, so a particular form for \p (Kr ) 

must be chosen. Taking the result (III-20) yields: 

T 

(crN)i = 
x0
na(Kr85)Am max 

T (1+m) 
,1+m,(X+8j)x] 

x e~XT dx (III-33) 

The integral for finite would now have to be performed 

numerically. However, letting -»• «> will not affect the 

fit for atomic weights < 120 and results in an analytic ex¬ 

pression (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik 1965): 

T(m-n+1) 
, m-n+1 

F ^l,m-n+l;m+l; 1+— 

Jfrm‘nM[l,l+m,(A+6j>T]e'XTdT and, 

for A > |X+8j| (III-34a) 

(-3j) 

for -8j> |X+3j| (III-34b) 

F jm, m-n+1 ;m+l ; l+£—J T(m-n+1) 
m-n+1 

where F(a,b;c?z) is Gauss' hypergeometric function defined by 

F [a, b ; c ; z ] = 
(a)A (b)A z

1 

Z=0 Z! (c) 
(III-35) 

which converges absolutely for |z| <1 and (c-a-b) > 0. The 

symbols (a)^ are defined as in (III-19). 

The situation À > |A+Pj| obtains for nuclei with small 

cross sections (since A ^ 10 mb) and shows that near magic 

numbers : 
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CaN). = 
(AT. ) 

b> q (Kr85) T (1+in-n) h _ 1+m.n. j 
r(l+m) VV A ' L o _ 

-1 +m; 1-r j l (III-36a) 

In regions of the path with large cross sections -3^ > |A+3j|p 

and we obtain the result 

(ATQ) g (Kr
85) p (1+m 

CaN] ^ 
T (1+m) 

i -] 

A_ 
'3. 

(III-36b) 

where use has been made of the identity 

/ \n-m 

F jjm, l+m-n; 1+m; 1+^—J = F^l,n;l+m;l+|—J (III-37) 

The caveat here for comparison of (III-30) and (III-36a,b) 

with observations is again just the integral of (III-23): 

(0N>Ab.l' - <0H)A,2 «"XS-(A'Z^ (III-38a) 

and 

Obs. 
(CTN

*A,Z+1 (aN)A,Z+l + ^ \ ! A, Z 

'x>[l- e“
X3-(A,Z)^J (III-38b) 

for the case of short-lived (at temperature T) branching nuclei. 

We can now obtain an analogy to the usual branching "ther¬ 

mometer" relations (Burbidge et ad. 1957 and Clayton 1968) by 

forming CaN^/CcrN)^ or the exposure-dependent Ideally, 

the nuclides i and k should be s-only isotopes of the same 
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80 82 79 
element Ce.g., Kr and Kr for the Se branch) to minimize 

uncertainties in the abundances due to fractionation and r- 

and p-process contributions. Assembling the results of (III-20), 

(111-30} , and (III-36) we then have 

X AjLjMllfl+m, (A+gjlTj 

 -   (approximate) (III-39) 

Z Ak.MU,l+mf CA+gjlT] 

^(T) 

*k(T) 

(aN) A 

and, 

(aN)± 

(0N)k 

S Ai3u - W1 

Ç Akj(1 ‘ Vj»'1 

(exact, p(r)“e-T/To) (III-40) 

y. A. .F fl, 1+m-n; 1+m; I+Y^-1 
j 13 L A J fQr x > |A+e^| (XIi-41a) 

J AkjF |l, 1+m-n ; 1+m; l+g j j 

(approximate, p(T)œT n) 

(aN ) ± 

(oN)k 

for -3. > IA+3. 
3 ' 3 

(III-41b) 

Although the usual s-process time scale arguments hinge 

on the assumption of steady flow =£) of the neutron cur¬ 

rent through the branching network, the above results are not 

so encumbered and may be used in rapidly falling portions of 

the (aN) curve where the "local approximation" (Clayton 1965) 

is not valid (e.g., for atomic weights < 90 or in forming (aN) 

ratios of species separated by closed neutron shells). In the 

regions between magic numbers, ~3j is typically ^ 200 mb, and 

since it results that 1 ^ 10 mb and TQ ^ ^ 4 mb we have that 
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“$j >> X or TQ In this case both (III-401 and CHI**41b) 

reduce to 

(aN)± 

(aN). 

Z(-A..3.”1) 
i] ] 

JL 
-1 

(III-42) 

) Z 
j 

now becomes the quantity of interest generated 

k ^ ' ~kjpj 

V/A^\ 3 

Thus 

at each branch. Consideration of the pertinent matrices shows 

that 

-1 

1 
• 

• 

j 

• 

•A B 

1 

• 

2(~A7j&j 1) 

_ j _ 

(III-43) 

But, using (III-5) and (III-8) this can be expressed as 

-1, 

j : 

Z <-*73^ > 
j 

= -K-1 ex 

-1 

(III-44) 

Now we left-multiply (III-3) by K and integrate over T: 

-1 _ 0 
-K — 

00 

fit 
-1, 

'I'(T) dT - K [VM-Wi] 

a (Kr85) J' if; (Kr84) dx 
0 

(III-45) 

However, the s-process boundary conditions are ty(Q) = = 0^; 

84 
and since Kr is not produced in a branched portion of the 
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capture path, all of the seed nuclei (in this case one by nor¬ 

malization) must pass through it for some value of T (CFHZ): 

00 

j ip (Kr84) dT = 1 (III-46) 

0 

Therefore, (III-45) becomes 

-K_1 e. =  1,5- / <1»(T) dT (III-47) 
~ -1 a (Kr®5) J ~ 

0 

Examination of the integral of (III-3) shows that it depicts 

steady flow for the conserved "current" |j* NKT) d-rj; and, there¬ 

fore, in general if nuclide i is a branch member , then 
CO 

f ip. (T) dt is merely equal to the fraction, f., of the total 
Q 1 1 

flow passing through i. So, 

and, 
(aN) . f. 

l _ l 

<aN)k ~ fk 

(III-48) 

(III-49) 

which is just the expression used Ce.g., Peterson and Tripp 1973) 

in all previous (less rigorous) branching calculations. The 

results of applying (III-40)-(III-41) to selected branches in 

the synthesis of the solar system's heavy elements is discussed 

fully in section V and will not be pursued further here. 

Although it has been shown that solar system s-process 

nuclei could not have been produced by a single seed exposed 
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to a single neutron irradiation T, the observation of freshly 

processed heavy elements in the surfaces of individual stars 

could require the use of (HI-20) and (III-39) for their inter¬ 

pretation. Just to illustrate this point, figures III-3 and 

8 R 
III-4 show plots of (III-20) for various members of the Kr 

oc oc 
branch system with f^_(Kr ) = 0.8. Since Kr has a short 

(10.7y) half-life, we have also included the effect in figure 

IH-3 on Rb^^ (according to (III-23b) ) after all of the Kr*^ 

has decayed. The next graph, figure HI-5, illustrates an 

archetype exposure-dependent branching calculation by setting 

the ratio (Sr^)/ÿ (Sr®**) equal to different multiples of the 

observed solar system value and then inverting (HI-39) for 

8 5 the required value of T as a function of the Kr branching 

ratio. These figures clearly show the importance of branching 

for determining abundance variations at different levels of 

neutron exposure. 

In conclusion, we see that the results of this section 

can provide the basic framework for the calculation of the 

effects of branching on the path of the s-process in individual 

stars in general and for the solar system in particular. Ob¬ 

served abundance variations along the capture chain can be used 

to obtain consistent sets of branching ratios and hence, neutron 

capture times, convective mixing times, and the average fluxes 

attendant to the s-process. 



Figure I II-l. The branched s-process path through the isotopes 

of Kr, Rb, and Sr. The arrows indicate the 

85 88 various possible flows leading from Kr to Sr . 

Figure III-2. Best fits to the observed solar system (aN) curve 

for 60«:A«120. The experimental points are in¬ 

cluded along with their estimated error bars 

(taken from Seeger and Howard 1973) . 

Figure III-3. Variation of \|»(x) vs. T for the members of the 

Kr^ branch system with f (Kr®^) = 0.8. The 
p— 

O C 

composite curve shows the effect on (Rb ) after 

85 all of the Kr has decayed. 

Figure I11-4. The same data as in figure III-3 replotted to 

better illustrate the relative abundance flow 

through each isotope at typical values of x. 

O E 

Figure ITI-5. Values of x as a function of f^_(Kr ) required 

86 88 
to make ^(Sr i/ij;(Sr ) equal to different 

multiples of the observed solar system value 
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FIGURE III-l 

p r 
S-PROCESS PATH THROUGH THE BRANCHING SYSTEM AT KR 
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FIGURE III-4 
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FIGURE III-5 

X H ) = 1.46 (Observed solar system value) 

♦(Sr88) 

0 1.0 
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IV. Complete s-Process with Branching 

We will now examine the cumulative effect of all of the 

individual branches on the overall s-process (aN) curve. The 

results for branch members are given in the previous section 

so we will concentrate here on the unique nuclei (those that 

are uniquely determined by their atomic weights) that lie bet¬ 

ween the various branching networks. To this end we may 

specialize result (III-13) to the case of the nuclide % (e.g., 

88 85 th 
Sr in the Kr branch) where the i~ branch returns to form 

an unambiguous path: 

where is the branch point cross section, and the sum is over 

T 

if>k(T') dr' (IV-1) 

j 0 

A'Vï 

all of the nuclei within the i— branch. For subsequent analysis 

we will be interested in the Laplace transform: 

oo 

dx (IV-2) 

0 

00 X 

ÿJCs) = ai 
e
 ^jT (T

1)dt1 dx(IV-3) 

j 0 0 

Rearranging the limits of the integrals as was done for (III-26) 
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allows us to write 

U>}Cs) = <MS) £(Sf) (IV-4) 

This important result shows that the Laplace transform of i^(x) 

is simply proportional to the Laplace transform of ^(x) (for 

the nuclide k just preceeding the branch point); the factor 

relating them is a type of "transfer function" that depends 

on the detailed properties within the branch itself. 

We may now write down the canonical differential equations 

(Clayton 1968) for a nuclide p (>&) beyond the i— branch but 

+* Vi 
before the (i+1)—branch as: 

dip 1+1 
dx 

dip. 
dx 

“ a£+l * " ^£+1* 

= a • {\p . - ip ) 
p VHp-l 

rp 

(IV-5) 

Taking the Laplace transform of this set (noting that = 

sijTTsTf since ^ (0) = 0) yields: 

(s + °i+i
) *ii+i

(s) = ^ts> °t+i 

(IV-6) 

(s + op) ys) = y^s) cp 

These equations may be solved algebraically for TJJ (S) : 
Jr 

. ,j(s) 
(IV-7) 
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or, using (IV-4) 

Vs) 
(IV-8) 

We may readily generalize the above result for any unique 

nuclide of atomic weight A to include the effects of all of the 

antecedent branches encountered since the seed nucleus: 

^A(s) = 

z (^) •••• z (4:) 

(“%) («y (IV-9) 

where we have suppressed the branching subscripts with the 

notation ç. = 0.A1. (allowing the summation index to distinguish 
D ^ *0 

between branches). Note also that the cross sections appearing 

in the denominator are for the unique nuclei (excluding branch 

5 6 
end points) between A and Fe . 

We may now invert (IV-9) as 

+i°° 

or in more compact notation: 

+i<*> 

The integral is evaluated in the standard way by contour inte¬ 

gration along the imaginary axis from -iR to +iR and then clos- 
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ing with a semicircular path in the left half of the complex 

plane. Letting R 00, the contribution along the half circle 

0r and the integral in (IV-11) is equal to 2ni times the 

sum of the residues at each of the first order (assuming dis¬ 

tinct cross sections and eigenvalues) poles. Proceeding as 

outlined above we find 

The sum over rir includes the cross sections of the unique 

nuclei and the eigenvalues of the branching network matrices. 

Since our original set of differential equations was linear, 

we see that the multiple sums appearing in (IV-12) physically 

represent taking all possible combinations of branched paths 

leading to the nuclide A and then superimposing them with the 

proper product of weighting factors. As was mentioned in 

section III, the I|J(T) for a nuclide contained within a branch 

can be calculated in terms of the unique nuclide (using (IV-12)) 

just before the branch occurs. 

The multiple sums in (IV-12), while exact in form, are 

numerically intractable in actual applications. Therefore, 

(IV-12) 

where 

*1 k with the term (n -n„) deleted from the denominator of C^‘* 
i J~ A f r 

an approximation technique analogous to that of CFHZ will be 

developed. We begin by approximating the Laplace transform 
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in (IV-9) as: 

(IV-13) 

or, 

(IV-14) 

For our applications we are principally interested in solutions 

for moderate to large values of T (>0.1), and the nature of 

the Laplace transform reveals that large T corresponds to small 

values of the parameter s. Therefore, we will expand (IV-14) 

in powers of s and then match the leading terms to determine 

and m^. Expanding first the left-hand side of (IV-14) gives: 

(IV-15) 
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However, in section III we showed that Y! ^ was merely 

equal to the fraction of the steady flow passing through nuclide 

A. In this instance all of the sums represent the last nuclide 

where the branch rejoins itself so: 

?&)■ ?(4>- 
(IV-16) 

With this simplifying fact, we have correct to second order in s 

(1+y - (1+4) 
-1- <*+<§>). + 

+ X + to + Z FV) 
r<p r P/ 

sz + ...(IV-17) 

where we have defined the quantities: 

and 

Zè- 
r r 

T>s Z + 
r », 

A = 

X = 

?&) ffr) 
3 

Ç • 

>;(.'•) Çfcÿ) 

■ ?E&) " $3 

(IV-18) 

Similarly expanding the right-hand side of (IV-14) shows that 

(* * y 

- l 

-ft) 
m_ (m_+1) 2 

s + ——— s + ... 
2X, 

1 (IV-19) 
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Equating the coefficients of like powers of s in (IV-17) and 

(IV-19) gives: 

and, 

m, 

(IV-20a) 

W11 

2X 2 -<$•<*>* + X + a 5T 
r<p 

a 
r p 

(IV-20b) 

The above equations may then be solved for XA and mA to yield: 

and, 

(IV-21a) 

where 

(IV-21b) 

-\2 

In the limiting case where all of the branching ratios 0 or 1, 

and mA assume their appropriate CFHZ values. 

Thus the approximation (IV-13) results in inverting 

*A(T) 
1 

2iri 

Making the change of variable 

(IV-22) 
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i°°+ÀT 

*A(X) * XA (A^rJ^A*"
1 .-V /- 

mA ezdz 
27ri 

(IV-23) 

-i°°+ÀT 

The quantity in brackets is just the Hankel contour integral 

representation (Abramowitz and Stegun 1965) for 1/T(mA); so we 

are left with 

Note here that this expression is an approximate solution for 

the superposition (IV-12) as opposed to a superposition of 

CFHZ-type approximations. Since the functional form of (IV-24) 

is identical to the CFHZ approximation for the canonical s- 

process, we expect the error introduced to be adequately 

handled by the discussion in the Appendix. 

79 
Figure IV-1 shows the result of the branches at Se and 

85 CFHZ 
Kr on \p QQ as given by (IV-24) . The function \fi QQ is 
Zr ?9 Zr 

obtained by assuming that Se always captures a neutron and 

8 5 
that Kr always beta decays. Since the most prominent influ- 

85 
ence is exerted by the branch at Kr , in figure IV-2 we have 

sentative values of T. From these two figures we see that 

branching can greatly affect the behavior of IJJ(T) for any neutron 

exposure. 

(IV-24) 

plotted 11> 9Q as a function of fg_(Kr^) for repre- 

For the observed (aN) curve we must form a superposition 

of varying flux histories as in (III-24). Using the exponential 
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exposure distribution p(x) = Ge T/^To along with (IV-12) we 
obtain: 

(CN)A = G Y, V'k x X) 

j. .k 

i3 • • k 
"A,r 

r=56 \ar+" T. 

(IV-25) 

"i k 
The sum over the coefficients Cf** can be performed to yield 

the exact result 

(0N)A = 

(* * Và) (l * Vse) 

(IV-26) 

in this special (but physically meaningful) case for p(x) we 

obtain an analytically simple form for (aN)A that is also 

computationally easier to evaluate than generating the sums 

necessary for the approximate solution. The multiplicative 

form of (IV-26) is also particularly useful in taking (oN) 

ratios among branch members in that the effects of all of the 

preceeding branches (and, in fact, of any multiplicity of seed 

nuclei) divide out. The power-law p(x) = (T/Tq) n requires 

the use of the approximation (IV-23) to give 

<CN)A = 
(Vo> 

n 

•r(mA-n) (IV-27) 

We can most easily examine the effects that branching will 

have by considering the exact expression (IV-26). Taking the 

analogous form for the canonical s-process we find that: 

Branched 
(aN) 

(aN) 

A 
Canonical (IV-28) 
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where the products O |l+__i—J are taken only over the nuclei 
j V Vj / 

within each branch that lie on the usual unbranched capture path, 

In figure IV-3 we have shown the effect on (crN) of the 

*79 85 
previous branches at Se' and Kr . 

Zr 
90 

85, 

The substantial decrease 

below unity as f (Kr''"') + 0 is caused by the difference in 
p— 

86 86 
cross sections between Kr (a = 9 mb) and Sr (a = 74 mb). 

Similarly, the increase above 1 (mitigated somewhat by the fact 

> 

fin fin fic 
that 50% of the flow through Br returns to Se ) as fft_(Kr ) 

79 
-*■ 1 and as f. (Se ) -*• 1 results from the difference between 

p— 

c(Se^) = 20 mb and cr(Kr^) = 140 mb. 

The significance of not having to assume steady flow in 

our calculations can best be illustrated by examining the two 

extremes of branching: 

i.e., the capture path passes through either 0^ or aSo for 

any unique nuclide beyond this branch the alternative paths 

are (as in (IV-28)) related by the scale factor 

(R. = — • l1 + T°gl^ »i l14 V2J (IV-29) 

where <£ is the ratio of the CaN) value obtained by passing 

solely through ^ to that obtained by passing solely through 
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a^. In figure IV-4,Æ is plotted for cr^ = 100 mb (a typical 

capture cross section) as a function of for various values 

of the exponential exposure parameter T . The pronounced effect 

on the descendant nuclei of passing through a small cross section 

can easily be seen. Because of the multiplicative form of 

(IV-28), it is apparent that the branching corrections will 

become more important with increasing atomic weight as the 

effects of the preceeding branches become compounded. 

In figure IV-5 we have summarized all of the results of 

74 branching as given by (IV-26) on the nuclei between Ge and 

92 
Zr over the first precipice in the solar system (<jN) curve. 

For convenience all of the (aN) products have been normalized 

to (aN) To illustrate the maximum and the minimum influence 

79 85 
of branching, we have chosen f^_(Se ) = 0.1,0.9 and f^_(Kr ) = 

8 0 
0.1,0.9 with the other parameters fixed as: f. (Br ) =0.5 

P
— 

81 and f (Kr ) = 0.3. The canonical path is most closely given 
60 

by that labeled {fe (Se79) = 0.1, f. (Kr85) = 0.9}. The impor¬ 
ts— p— 

tance of branching can be seen by the marked deviation from the 

canonical structure through the isotopes of Se, Sr, and Zr and 

the production in certain regions of a positive slope in the 

(UN) curve (Stroud 1972) - all of these effects having been 

accomplished without postualating a "compensating structure" 

in P(T) (Clayton 1965) or the inclusion of any additional seed 

nuclei (Amiet and Zeh 1968). The experimental ratios also 

shown in figure IV-5 already suggest this sort of general struc¬ 

ture in the (crN) curve, and the fitting of the calculations to 
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these observations to determine actual branching ratios will 

be pursued in the next section. 



Figure IV-1. Deviation of ip vs. x from its usual CCFHZ) 
Zr 79 

behavior due to the s-process branches at Se 

and Kr®'*. 

Figure IV-2. The pronounced effect on ip qn of the small cross 

86 Zr 85 
section at Kr as a function of f0 (Kr ) for 

P~ 

characteristic values of the neutron exposure. 

8 5 Note the increasing discrepancy as fe (Kr )-*- 0 
p— 

for small exposures. 

Figure IV-3. Same effect as in figure IV-2 except that ip go 

Zr 
has now been integrated over an exponential 

exposure distribution for characteristic values 

Of T0. 

Figure IV-4. Ratio of (aN) products beyond a branch in the 

capture path leading through either or a2* 

The curves are again labeled by different values 

of the exponential exposure parameter x . 

Figure IV-5. 79 The combined effects of the branches at Se and 

Kr®^ on the observed (cN) curve (for p(x)ae~T^To) 

74 92 between Ge and Zr . Both calculated and 

experimental values have been normalized to 

(aN) JQ. Canonical s-process nuclei and alternate 
Ge 

branch members are shown for all possible com¬ 

binations of the set of branching ratios: 

• r r-. 79, « . „ „ . 85. „ . ^ 
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FIGURE IV-1 

T 
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FIGURE IV-2 
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FIGURE IV-3 
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V. Applications to Selected Branches 

We will now use the formalism that has been developed to 

study several branches in the s-process synthesis of the solar 

system heavy elements. In general, after the fitting of certain 

isotopic abundance ratios at each of two separate branch points 

(A,Z) and (A1,Z ' ) we will have obtained relations of the form: 

XR(A,Z) = a(T,ne) Xg_(A,Z;T) (V-la) 

and 

Xn(A',Z') =a'(T,ne) X3_(A'fZ';T) (V-lb) 

where the functions a and a' depend on the temperature, T, 

and the free electron density, ne, to the extent that further 

80 81 79 internal branching (e.g., Br and Kr for the Se branch) 

also depends on these quantities. Since we are seeking a 

common thermodynamic environment along the entire capture chain, 

we have that 

X (A,Z) o (A,Z) 

Xn(A',Z ’ ) = an (A', Z ' ) {V_2) 

In our simple analysis it will be convenient to compare each 

8 *5 
branch in turn with the one at Kr . This "normalizing" branch 

was chosen because it contains no internal branches and because 
O C 

tg_(Kr ;T) is virtually constant at its laboratory value 
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(10.8 years) up to Tg'V/ 3.5 (Newman 1973). Therefore, the 

temperature and electron density attendant to the synthesis 

of (A,Z) are solutions to: 

tp_(A,Z;T) = . a(T^ne) 

tg_(Kr85;T) L1"f8-JKr85 
an(A,Z^ 

(V-3) 

where t„ is the half-life against negatron emission. 
p— 

Obviously, when the cross sections and abundances become 

known with enough accuracy to warrant the effort, we could 

compare all of the branches to one another in an iterative 

manner and then search over temperature and electron density 

to find a self-consistent set of values. However, in order to 

solve even the restricted case (V-3) at each branch, we still 

require a(T,n ). To obtain this quantity exactly would involve 

setting expressions like (III-40)-(III-41) equal to observed 

(aN) ratios and then numerically inverting them (using tables 

containing the temperature and density dependence of the 

internal branches) to obtain a(T,ng). Fortunately, in most 

cases a can be sufficiently constrained by physical arguments 

to restrict the major temperature dependence to the beta decay 

half-lives. We may then use the calculations made by Newman 

(1973) of tp_(A,Z;T) to obtain at each branch point a temperature 

that satisfies (V-3). Figures V-l and V-2 show the temperature 

O C 

dependence of tp_(A,Z)/tp_(Kr ) for the interesting negatron- 

emitting nuclei that were used to obtain temperatures and 

neutron capture time scales. 
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Since the cross sections used are valid only for kT = 30 keV 

(Tg* 3.5), one might reasonably wonder about the validity of our 

results if the branching ratios and beta decay half-lives 

indicate a different average temperature. However, since nearly 

-0 5 
all of the cross sections scale as T * , the forming of (aN) 

ratios will be relatively insensitive to temperature variations 

other than through the beta decay half-lives. 

Once the proper temperature (and, therefore, capture time) 

has been determined at a given branch point, we can obtain the 

average neutron density, nn, and the average flux, $, from the 

relations: 

n 
n 

ln2 9.15 x 1010 

on(30 keV)tn 
cm 

-3 
(V-4) 

and 

* = vl"n - 
1.18 x 1019ÆS 

a_{ 30 keV)t 
cm 

-2 
sec 

-1 
(V-5) 

n n 

with tn, the half-life against neutron capture, measured in 

years, a in millibarns, and T„ = T/10^ °K. 
n o 

In the subsections that follow, we will apply these 

relations along with (III-40MIII-41) , (V-3) , and figures V-l 

and V-2 to several key solar system s-process branches. In 

each case we have used the form of p(x) (Seeger and Howard 1973) 

which best follows the overall (aN) curve in the mass region 

around the branch. Calculations of additional required beta 

decay lifetimes were made using the results given by Newman 

(1973) along with nuclear level information from Lederer et al. 
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(1967) . 

Given in table V-l is the cross section and abundance data 

used to determine the various allowable branching ratios. The 

results of the computations at each branch are summarized at 

the end of this section in table V-2 where we have listed the 

parameters derivable from competition between neutron capture 

and negatron emission, neutron capture and electron capture, 

8 0 and multiple branch points (e.g., Br ). In some entries 

99 (e.g., Tc ) where branching ratios can not be obtained from 

abundance variations, we have used the average temperature and 

neutron density yielded by the other branches (along with 

figures V-l and V-2) to obtain estimates for the capture times 

151 and branching ratios. In other cases (e.g., Sm ) the present 

nuclear data allows only upper or lower bounds to be set for 

certain quantities; however, these constraints are still useful 

in delineating the allowable range of the thermodynamic para¬ 

meters . 

In those instances where electron capture occurs, we have 

followed Sanders (1967) and have used the calculations of 

Schwarzschild and Hârm (1967) of the "maximum convection" model 

for a helium-burning shell (a likely site for s-process syn¬ 

thesis) . From their results for the middle of the helium 

shell (after a sufficient number of flashes to induce proton 
3 

mixing) we take logp = 3.17 g/cm , so that (with ye = 2) the 

2 6 “3 
free electron density is: nfî = pNQ/ye ” 4.45 x 10 cm . By 

picking a value for the electron density we are thus restrict- 
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ing our attention to just the temperature dependence of the 

internal branches. 



Figure V-l. Temperature dependence of the beta decay half-lives 
O C 

(normalized to t^_(Kr )) for key negatron-emitting 
O 

s-process nuclei. Note that Tg = T/10 °K. 

Figure V-2. Same presentation as in figure V-l for additional 

nuclei 



FIGURE V-l 
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FIGURE V-2 
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Table VXL. Compilation of cross section and abundance data 

used to determine the branching ratios between 

neutron capture and beta decay at several points 

in the s-process synthesis of solar system material. 
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TABLE V-l 

Branch Key Nuclei 0 N
P 

Nr Ns ON 
s 6 

Point (mb) (mb/ 10 Si) 

Zn64 50t 608 3.08(4) 

Ni63 Zn66 401 - - 346 1.38(4) 

Kr80 140 + 0.17 0 0.894 125 

Se79 Kr82 80 + 0.17 0 5.24 415 

„ 86 
Sr 74±7 0.21 0 2.44 180 

Kr85 

Sr88 6.9+2.5 0.35 4.0 17.8 123 

Zr92 34±6 2.0 2.79 94.8 

Zr93 

Zr94 20±2 0.4 1.5 2.97 59.4 

Gd152 500 + 2.0 (-4) 0 3.94(-4) 0.20 

sm151 

Gd154 520 + 3.1 (-4) 0 6.08(-3) 3.17 

Er164 750+ 2.8(-4) 0 3.23(-3) 2.41 

Dy163 Er168 400 + - 0.035 2.74(-2) 11.0 

Note that a(b) = a x 10°. 

All experimental cross sections are from Allen et al^ (1972), 

and a t indicates their semi-empirical estimates for 

unmeasured values. 

g 
Abundance data (relative to Si=10 ) is from the most recent 

compilation by Cameron (1973). p- and r-process 

contributions were obtained by smooth interpolations 

in his tables. 
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This first branch system is complicated somewhat by the 

fact that it occurs in a rapidly falling portion of the (aN) 

-4 curve which is best fit by p(x) T .In figure V-3 we have 

illustrated another interesting feature - the temperature and 

electron density dependence of f^_(Cu ) which varies consider¬ 

ably from the laboratory value of 38%. The key ratio (aN) 
Zn 

(aN) is plotted in figure V-4 as a function of the quanti- 

ties fg_(Ni°J) and f^_(Cu 4). We have also shown the curves 

that result from the assumption of steady flow to emphasize 

the effect of the many small cross sections encountered in this 

early part of the capture chain. 



Figure V-3. Temperature dependence of the multiple branching 

64 ratio at Cu for different values of the free 

electron density. 

Figure V-4. (aN) ratio of Zn^ and Zn^® vs. f^_(Ni^^) for 

64 various branching ratios at Cu . The solid 

-4 curves result from using p(t)“T , and the cor¬ 

responding dashed curves illustrate the assumption 

of steady flow. 
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FIGURE V-3 
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FIGURE V-4 
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B. Se 79 

Burbidge et al. (1957) first considered this "classic" 

branch as an indicator of the s-process time scale. For our 

analysis, figure V-5 shows the manner in which the internal 

branching ratio f^_(Br ) varies with temperature and density. 

80 In the laboratory, fa (Br ) is measured to be 92%. Again using 
p— 

the power-law form of p(T) for various values of the exponent 

n, we have shown in figure V-6 how the s-only ratio (oN) on/ 
Tf-r°U 

7 q on JA-L 

(crN) g2 depends on fg_(Se ; and f^_(Brou) . 
Kr 



Figure V~5. Temperature dependence of the multiple branching 

80 
ratio at Br for different values of the free 

electron density. 

80 82 Figure V-6. (cN) ratio of the s-only isotopes Kr and Kr 

79 80 
vs. f„ (Se ) for various branching ratios at Br . 

p— 

The curves are also labeled with different values 

of the power-law exponent n. 
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FIGURE V-5 
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FIGURE V-6 
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The details of this branch system were given in our dis¬ 

cussion in section III. In this region of the (aN) curve, the 

exponential exposure distribution gives an adequate fit and 

was used to generate figure V-7 for different values of Tq. 

85 Consideration of (crN) oc/(cN) 00 vs. fD (Kr ) in the figure 
Sr86 Sr88 8“ 

shows the pronounced deviation from steady flow caused by the 

86 88 
small cross sections: a(Kr ) = 9 mb and a(Sr ) = 6.9 mb. 



(aN) ratio of Sr88 and Sr8® vs. fQ (Kr8^) for 
fs- 

different exponential T . 

Figure v-7. 
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FIGURE V-7 
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D. Zr 93 

The abundances of the Zr isotopes are large enough to 

allow a meaningful separation of s- and r-process components 

92 94 for Zr and Zr and, therefore, define how (crN) no/(aN) aA 

93 Zr 2 Zr 
depends on the intervening branch at Zr . This path is par¬ 

ticularly simple and direct integration of the branch equations 

(for p(t) « e~T/To ) gives: 

(aN)Zr92 

(aN)Zr94 \ + To°9j) [l-fe_(Zr
93) + TO°93] 

•(1 + ^l) (V-6) 

Figure V-8 illustrates this expression for various T . 



92 94 9"? 
Figure V-8. (crN) ratio of Zr and Zr vs. f„ (Zr*J) .     £ — 
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E. Te 
99 

5 99 
Although the 2.1 x 10 year half-life of Tc (the only 

isotope of Tc on the s-process path) is too short to have any 

observable effect on terrestrial abundances, observations of 

Tc absorption lines (Peery 1971) in the spectra of heavy-element 

stars indicate the "current" operation of the s-process in 

their interiors. When measurements of the line strengths are 

made with sufficient accuracy to determine the surface elemental 

abundance ratio N(Tc)/N(Ru), the temperature dependence of the 

99 
Tc beta decay rate can be used to yield estimates of the 

temperature history and surface mixing times for these elements. 

The isotopic contributors to the elemental abundances will in 

this case be: Tc^ and RU^'l®0#101r102^ using the assumption 

of steady flow for these adjacent nuclei (along with (III-38a, 

b) ) we obtain: 

N (Tc) 
N(Ru) 

99v 

(l-fe_(Tc")l •2-
S/te-(TO") *0^99 {^=^5— 

Ru' 

l-fp__(Tc") 

L J aRux 100 

-1 

a_ 101 
Ru ORU

102 
(V-7) 

where 3*is the surface mixing time (since the cessation of the 

9 9 
neutron flux). Although the branching ratio f^_(Tc ) will 

also depend on the neutron density, just to illustrate the 
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H 8 
dependence of (V-7) on 3 and Tg we will pick nn = 10 cm 

and use (V-4) to obtain: 

fg-tTc") = 1.14 

l-£g_(Tc99) tg_(Tc") 
(V-8) 

99 
with tg_(Tc ) measured in years. 

In figure V-9 we have plotted (V-7) using (V-8) with ^ 

between 0.1 and 50 years for various values of Tg. The quanti¬ 

ties in parentheses after the temperature are the resulting 

99 
branching ratios at Tc . The figure clearly shows that a 

determination of the surface abundance ratio (coupled with a 

convective model) can yield the temperature variations and/or 

the surface transport times in an individual star. 



Figure v-9. Elemental s-process abundance ratio of Te and Ru 

as a function of the time since the cessation of 

the neutron flux. The curves are also labeled 

with the temperature and the resulting branching 

99 ratio at Tc 
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F Sin 
151 

Another of the branches originally considered by Burbidge 

et al., this one is somewhat incomplete in that the spins of 

151 
the excited levels of Sm are not known at present, and, 

therefore, the temperature dependence of its beta decay rate 

can not be explicitly calculated. Nevertheless, some information 

can be gained by considering the contribution of the s-process 

152 
(estimated to be 70%) to the abundance of Gd . Figure V-10 

152 
shows that for Tg>2 essentially all of the Eu (in contrast 

to its laboratory branching ratio of 28%) will beta decay to 

152 
Gd ; so that the branch responsible for the small s-abundance 

of Gd"^2 must occur with a low branching ratio at Sm^~^. 

154 
However, another internal branch at Eu affects the abundance 

l 54 
of Gd , so that in forming the ratio (crN) -_.-/(aN) . _. 

Gdlb^ Gd1 * *"*4 

(as shown in figure V-ll) , we must consider the set of para¬ 

meters: {fg_(Sm^l) , fg_(Eu^^) , and fg_(Eu^^)}. Unfortunately, 

154 
the excited states of Eu are also not known, so that although 

this branching system yields estimates for the neutron density, 

152 
the only temperature indicator is Eu 



Figure V’-IO » 

Figure V-ll. 

Temperature dependence of the multiple branching 

152 
ratio at Eu for different values of the free 

electron density. 

iKO i54 

CcN) ratio of Gd and Gd as a function of 

f6_(Sm151), f3_(Eu152), and fe_(Eu154). 
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FIGURE V-10 
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G. Dy 163 

The main purpose in considering this branch will be to 

164 account for the anomalously high abundance of Er which is 

shielded from production by the r-process and is an order of 

162 
magnitude more abundant than other p-nuclei (e.g., Er ) in 

163 
this mass region. Although the ground state of Dy is stable 

in the laboratory, at the elevated temperatures of the stellar 

163 
interior it can easily decay to Ho from its thermally 

populated excited states (Clayton 1972) due to the very small 

mass difference 10 keV) between them. The >1000 year half- 

163 
life of Ho will then allow it to capture a neutron and sub- 

164 164 sequently form Er following the fast beta decay of Ho 

This explanation, however, is complicated by two factors: 

163 
(i) the beta decay rate of Dy will be somewhat opposed by 

163 
the electron capture rate of Ho , and (ii) the branching ratio 

164 fg_(Ho ) (measured in the laboratory to be 53%) can not be 

calculated at high temperatures because of the unknown parities 

of the excited states. In figure V-12 we have plotted the 

quantity ^g_(Dy^^^)/^ec(Ho^^) as a function of Tg for differ¬ 

ent values of the free electron density. The dependence of the 

163 
ratio (UN) ^g^/foN) 168 on ) is shown in figure V-13 

163 163 
to also be critically dependent on ^g_(Dy )/^ec(Ho )• For 

this figure we have pessimistically taken that fg_(Ho^^) = 0.50 

since the high temperatures could well increase the g branch 

152 
as in the case of Eu 



1g O 
Figure V-12. Temperature dependence of the ratio of the Dy 

16 3 beta decay rate to the Ho electron capture 

rate for various free electron densities. 

164 168 
Figure V-13. (gN) ratio of Er and Er as a function of 

163 fg__(Dy ) for different values of the quantity 

^e_(Dy163i/Aec (HO163)J . 
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Table V-2. Results of the s-process branching calculations for 

many interesting nuclei along the path. The in¬ 

formation listed includes the beta decay branching 

ratio, the temperature, the half-lives against beta 

decay and neutron capture (at temperature Tg), the 

free neutron density, and the neutron flux obtained 

at each branch point. 
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VI. Conclusions 

We have developed expressions that allow observed isotopic 

abundance ratios and measured (or estimated) neutron capture 

cross sections of s-process material to be used to infer branch¬ 

ing ratios between neutron capture and beta decay for certain 

key nuclei. Non-steady-state solutions (both approximate and 

exact) to the branching network equations were obtained under 

the assumption of a constant average neutron irradiation. These 

solutions can be used to analyze abundances due to a single 

neutron exposure (such as might be expected to result in the 

enriched spectra of heavy elements in the surfaces of S and 

Ball stars) or abundances that result from a distribution of 

seed nuclei exposed to differing flux histories (as is thought 

to be the case for the solar system s-process material). The 

existence of branching was shown to have important effects on 

many nuclei on and near the canonical s-process path. 

Once the relevant branching ratios have been obtained by 

fitting observed abundance variations, the calculated temperature 

dependence of the beta decay rates (Newman 1973) can then be 

used to obtain the temperature, the average neutron flux (or, 

equivalently, the mean capture time) and, in some cases, the 

free electron density which characterize the s-process event. 

The results for exposure distributions appropriate to the 

solar system (aN) curve were used to study several branches 
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along the capture path. The results of the calculations (as 

given in the previous section in table V-2) indicate that the 

average conditions responsible for meteoritic heavy element 

7 -3 15 
synthesis were: T0 * 3.1, n * 3.lx 10 cm , and 7.2 x 10 

o n 
-2 -1 

cm s . These values are to be compared with the recent results 
1 g 

of Peterson and Tripp (1973): Tg = 3.8 and $ = 1.4 x 10 cm 

s and with those of Ulrich (1973) : Tg = 2.6 and $ = 6.3 x 

16 -2 — T 
10 cm s . The above range in values of Tg would seem to 

13 16 17 
favor such neutron producing sources as: C1"3 (cun)0'LD, (Jioi/n) 

20 22 25 
Ne , and Ne (a#n)Mg - all of which are operative in the 

range Tg = 1-4 (Reeves 1966 and Clayton 1968), thus reinforcing 

the location of the s-process in the helium shell-burning phase 

of highly evolved stars (Sanders 1967 and Ulrich 1973). All 

of these results are in marked contrast to the early estimates 

of Cameron (1959) which included "photobeta" effects and yielded: 

17 -2 
Tg = 7 (characteristic of carbon burning) and $ = 3 x 10 cm 

-1 
s 

Taking the parameters at the Kr branch to be f^_ = 0.8, 

tg__ = 10 years, and o = 70 mb, then the average time required 

(assuming exposure to a constant neutron flux) to capture up 
JL. t- 

to the k— isotope in the chain is: 

t 

k 

- «40 • £ jf- 
i=l 1 

years 
(VI-1) 
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In figure VI-1 we have plotted t^ as a function of atomic 

weight, and from this we see that the time demanded by the s 

process to capture from Fe to Pb is ^ 10,000 years. 



Figure V3>1. Total time required to capture up to an isotope 

of given atomic weight on the s-process path, 

t^ represents the sum of the mean lifetimes 
C g 

against neutron capture from the Fe seed to 

the nuclide in question. 
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Appendix: Error of the "CFHZ" Approximation 

Exponential Exposure Distribution 

Although the error introduced in the approximate CFHZ 

solution for has never been determined along the entire 

capture chain, a direct comparison is possible for the observed 

(aN) products in the special case of an exponential exposure 

distribution. For the canonical s-process the exact expression 

for was found to be: 

Factorization of this sum then yields the simpler form: 

(oN) 
Exact 

(1+Toal)""(1+To°k) 

(A-3) 

This result is most easily established by merely noting the 

formal identity between taking the Laplace transform and inte¬ 

grating over an exponential exposure distribution. The analogous 

result using the CFHZ approximation for is 
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(aN) 
CFHZ 

O 

/ (^jçT ) ^k-1 _A " 

xk Hi^r e k (G <T
T/T

O) dt (A-4 ) 

or. 

(aN) 
CFHZ (A-5) 

Written in this form, comparison of (A-3) and (A-5) shows the 

effect of replacing all of the cross sections aA,...,0jc by an 

"effective" cross section and the numbering index k by the 

non-integral m^. 

To demonstrate the fact that the CFHZ approximation always 

overestimates the exact (aN) curve, we return to the original 

set of coupled differential equations for the canonical s- 

process: 

difj. 

dr" 
= -a.ift 
m 

(A-6) 

nr- = -°k*k +Vk-i 

Differentiating these for k>l gives 

.ÎÎÜ + 0 .^k-l 
2 " akdt ak dx 

or, 

dx: 

dt 

= -<M-akV
<Yl'k-l] + a^I-a^i^+a^.,^] 

(A-7) 

k-rk-1 uk-rk-2J 

From this we can easily write down the general result that 

^k 
,k-n i 

dt 
k=H~ 

i=max(l,n) 

(T) 
(A-8) 
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where the A^ are products of cross sections along the path 

leading to nuclide k. Examining this result at T = 0 shows 

that 
,k-n. 
d ÿ. 

dx 
k-n 

(A-9) 
E Ai *i(°> 

T_^ i=max(l,n) 

However, the boundary conditions for the s-process are that 

i/^(0) = CJ^ and IJK (0) = 0 for i>l; i.e., no neutron flux produces 

only seed nuclei. So that at x = 0 the derivitves up through 

(k-2) and including all vanish and only higher-order derivitives 

are non-zero. This shows that if we expand in a Taylor 

series about T = 0: 

where, 

then, 

and 

4>k(T) = CQ + Cj^T + + °nT 
n 

(A-lOa) 

n 
1_ 
n! 

T 0 

(AlO-b) 

o
 1! G
 

for 0<n$k-2 

n * 0 for k-l<n 

(A—10c) 

An exponential exposure distribution of the form p(x) « 

e~T/Jo results in a (aN) curve that gives more weight to 

neutron exposures T £ Tq. Since tQ is typically ^ 0.2, we are 

interested in the behavior of ^(T) for small T. 

previous results (A-lOa,b,c) we obtain: 

From our 
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. Exact, v 
K (T) 

_k-l 
and ^

FHZ
(T) A -1 (A-ll) 

Numerically it results that m^<<k for large k, so for T small 

>> with the discrepency increasing with increasing 

atomic weight. Figure A-l shows a comparison between the exact 

and approximate (aN) curves for various values of T . Figure 

A-2 is a graph of the percentage error, e, of the approximate 

solution where 

e 
(0H)CFHZ - (0N)ExaCt1 

(ON) 
Exact 

’J 
X 100% (A-12) 

It is encouraging to note that for the currently (Seeger and 

Howard 1973) accepted value of TQ (-0.27) which best fits the 

observed solar system (aN) curve e is less than 10% for A<140 

and increases to only 25% for A>140. Considering the uncertain 

ties (both experimental and systematic) in the cross sections 

and abundances, this approximate solution is apparently quite 

adequate for correlations with experimental results. 

Although the results of this section were derived for the 

specific case of an exponential exposure distribution, they 

enable us to get some sort of quantitative measure of the 

error of a CFHZ-type approximation to the actual solution. 

Quite general theoretical reasoning indicates that p(t) should 

be a decreasing function of r, so we expect our conclusions 

to be generally valid in content if not in form. 



Figure A-l♦ Family of CoN) curves resulting from an exponential 

distribution of exposures for various values of 

T . The curve for T =0.27 resembles the ob- 
o o 

served solar abundance distribution. 

Figure A-2. Percentage error of the CFHZ approximation when 

compared to the exact solution for p(T)«=e”T/To. 
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There is something fascinating about science. 

One gets such wholesale returns of conjecture 

from such a trifling investment of fact. 

Mark Twain 


